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 14 

Abstract 15 

Mercury (Hg) released by anthropogenic activities can bioaccumulate to neurotoxic levels in 16 

commonly consumed fish1–3. Global soils are a global long-term storage for atmospheric Hg 17 

taken up by vegetation4–6, thereby decreasing the Hg burden to oceans and eventually fish7. 18 

Anthropogenic activities like deforestation reduce the capacity of the terrestrial Hg sink8 and 19 

enhance the release of Hg from soils through erosion9 and volatilization10,11. However, the 20 

consequences of land use change on Hg cycling are not currently considered by anthropogenic 21 

emissions inventories or specifically addressed under the global Minamata Convention on 22 

Mercury12. Here, we use global atmospheric and erosion Hg models to investigate land use 23 

change impacts, focusing on Amazon deforestation and global-scale reforestation. Under a 24 

business-as-usual scenario13 for Amazon deforestation in 2050, the Amazon sink of 25 

atmospheric Hg will be weakened by 65% compared to 2003 forest conditions, from 269 Mg 26 

yr-1 to 95 Mg yr-1. Stricter conservation policies13 prevent 92 Mg yr‑1 from being emitted in 27 

2050 compared to the business-as-usual scenario, a flux greater than Brazil’s current primary 28 

anthropogenic Hg emissions3. A potential global reforestation scenario would reduce Hg inputs 29 

to the ocean by 98 Mg yr‑1, nearly 5% of global anthropogenic emissions. This study shows that 30 

land use change should be considered in anthropogenic Hg emissions inventories and illustrates 31 

potential benefits of land use policy to address global Hg pollution. 32 
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Introduction 33 

Humans are exposed to the organic form of mercury (Hg), methylmercury (MeHg) through fish 34 

and seafood consumption2. Methylmercury is a potent neurotoxin, impairing the 35 

neurodevelopment of fetuses and children and costing the global economy $20–117 billion 36 

annually according to some estimates14,15. Mercury is emitted to the atmosphere by 1) primary 37 

anthropogenic sources, including artisanal and small-scale gold mining (ASGM), fossil fuel 38 

combustion, and metal smelting; 2) re-emissions of historical anthropogenic (“legacy”) Hg 39 

from ocean and land; and 3) geogenic sources16. Mercury is globally dispersed in the 40 

atmosphere due to its long lifetime of 4–6 months17. A global treaty, the Minamata Convention 41 

on Mercury, aims to protect human health and the environment from anthropogenic emissions 42 

and releases of Hg. Its measures target primary anthropogenic emissions sources by phasing 43 

out Hg use and adopting best available technologies for pollution control12. However, primary 44 

anthropogenic emissions account for only 30% of present-day total emissions, with legacy re-45 

emissions from land and ocean accounting for 60%18. The future of Hg pollution will depend 46 

not only on reducing direct emissions through the Minamata Convention, but also on indirect 47 

anthropogenic influences on legacy Hg emissions and fate.  48 

Terrestrial ecosystems, and especially forests, are important sinks of Hg from the 49 

atmosphere, taking up an estimated 2200–3600 Mg Hg per year4, more than a third of total 50 

(anthropogenic, legacy, and geogenic) Hg emissions (7400 Mg yr-1)3. By taking up Hg, 51 

terrestrial ecosystems reduce the burden of Hg depositing in oceans, where it can be converted 52 

to MeHg and bioaccumulated in fish. Previous studies have drawn useful analogies between 53 

Hg and carbon cycling in terrestrial ecosystems19,20. Like carbon dioxide (CO2), elemental 54 

mercury (Hg0) is assimilated by foliage throughout the growing season21. Mercury is 55 

transported from the canopy to soil through foliage falling to the ground (“litterfall”) and being 56 

washed off by precipitation (“throughfall”), which together are the major source (60–90%) of 57 

Hg in soils4. Land cover changes (e.g., deforestation) perturb both CO2 and Hg fluxes to the 58 

atmosphere8,22,23. In the case of carbon, scientific assessments have calculated the contribution 59 

of land use change to total CO2 emissions (13% of total22), and land management practices are 60 

governed by Article 5 of the Paris Agreement24. For Hg, on the other hand, quantitative 61 

information related to the overall importance of land use change is limited. No anthropogenic 62 

emissions inventories consider the impacts of historical and future land use change, and land 63 

use change is not currently addressed by Hg policy efforts like the Minamata Convention. 64 

The Amazon, as the largest tropical forest on the planet, has long been acknowledged 65 

as an important terrestrial carbon reservoir25. In parallel, studies have emerged highlighting the 66 
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Amazon’s role as a sink for atmospheric Hg pollution4,8,26, with the Amazon contributing an 67 

estimated 29% to the total Hg0 land sink7. However, the future of the Amazon carbon and Hg 68 

sink is threatened by deforestation, mainly due to agricultural land conversion13,25. If 69 

deforestation continues at its current rate, 40% of the forest could be lost by 205013. Along with 70 

removing a strong atmospheric sink of Hg8, deforestation also enhances the emissions of legacy 71 

Hg into the atmosphere. In the Amazon, deforestation occurs through slash-and-burn practices 72 

that emit Hg from forest and soil biomass during fires27. Removal of canopy shading leads to 73 

more insolation reaching soil, increasing photo-reduction and volatilization rates of Hg from 74 

soils10. Additionally, soils in deforested areas are subject to accelerated erosion rates, enhancing 75 

Hg export to downstream ecosystems9,28,29.  76 

Although socioeconomic drivers are currently causing deforestation in the Amazon 77 

region, ecosystem restoration (including reforestation) has been proposed as a potential 78 

measure to protect biodiversity and enhance the CO2 sink30. Reforestation and afforestation are 79 

being studied as part of the solution to reach net zero greenhouse gas emissions in the future31, 80 

though the efficacy of these measures has been debated32,33. The potential climate mitigation 81 

benefits of forestation would also not be realized without accompanying aggressive CO2 82 

emissions reductions30,32. The effects of forestation on the atmosphere-terrestrial exchange of 83 

Hg, and potential benefits for Hg sequestration on land, remain unquantified.  84 

 Here, we combine atmospheric (GEOS-Chem) and soil erosion (GloSEM) modelling to 85 

illustrate the impacts of land use changes on the global Hg cycle. First, we analyze the impact 86 

of future Amazon deforestation policy scenarios13 on the mass balance of Hg in soils, 87 

quantifying an overall 65% reduction in the Amazon Hg sink from 2003 to 2050 forest cover 88 

under a business-as-usual scenario. Second, we model the enhancement of the terrestrial Hg 89 

sink (+98 Mg yr-1) under proposed global reforestation efforts. The magnitude of land use 90 

change impacts in the studied scenarios (~100 Mg yr-1) is similar in magnitude to the primary 91 

anthropogenic emissions from the 4th highest Hg-emitting country in 2015 (Peru; 122 Mg yr‑1)3, 92 

highlighting the importance of conservation and restoration policies for curbing Hg pollution.  93 

 94 

Results and discussion  95 

Deforestation endangers the Amazon Hg sink 96 

Using the global atmospheric Hg model GEOS-Chem7, we investigate the impact of projected 97 

Amazon deforestation on the surface-atmosphere exchange of Hg. We ran simulations 98 

keeping anthropogenic Hg emissions constant at 2015 levels and evaluated Hg cycle changes 99 

due to variations in forest coverage. Under the historical forest coverage from 2003 (HIST 100 
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simulation), the Amazon rainforest stands out as a strong regional sink of Hg (Figure 1a), 101 

with net input from the atmosphere to the rainforest totalling 332 Mg yr-1. We apply two 102 

deforestation scenarios for 2050 developed for the Amazon region13: a business-as-usual 103 

scenario (BAU), which extrapolates historical deforestation tendencies into the future, and a 104 

governance scenario (GOV), which assumes expanded conservation of the rainforest in the 105 

future. In the BAU scenario, widespread deforestation, mainly in eastern Amazonia, reduces 106 

the net Hg inputs to soils (Figure 1b). The removed vegetation leads to decreased Hg0 107 

deposition in the Amazon (change from HIST: ‑105 Mg yr-1), enhanced Hg0 emissions from 108 

soils newly exposed to light (+35 Mg yr-1), and biomass burning emissions (+15 Mg yr-1). The 109 

BAU scenario shows atmospheric Hg0 concentrations increasing up to 0.3 ng m-3 within the 110 

Amazon region (Supplementary Figure S7); this would be a detectable change in Hg0, 111 

comparable to the 0.5 ng m-3 decrease between 1995–2015 in North American Hg0 112 

observations34. In the GOV scenario, deforestation is slowed by the conservation measures, 113 

leading to smaller perturbations in the dry deposition flux (‑47 Mg yr-1) and the soil emission 114 

flux (+16 Mg yr-1) (Figure 1b). Globally, the weakened rainforest sink of Hg yields higher 115 

deposition of Hg to oceans compared to the reference simulation (BAU – HIST = +108 Mg 116 

yr-1; GOV – HIST = +44 Mg yr-1).  117 

 118 

 119 
Figure 1. Impacts of Amazon deforestation on surface-atmosphere Hg exchange. a. The simulated 120 
surface-atmosphere exchange (net deposition is negative and net emission is positive) of Hg in the 121 
reference simulation (HIST). b. Changes in the exchange fluxes from the reference year are shown for 122 
the different deforestation scenarios: Business-as-usual (BAU), Governance (GOV), and complete 123 
Savannization (SAV); compared to the reference simulation, negative values refer to increased net 124 
fluxes to the surface and positive values refer to increased net fluxes to the atmosphere. 125 
 126 
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This change in the fate of atmospheric Hg (deposition to ocean instead of land) affects 127 

both the distribution and bioavailability of Hg. When sequestered in soils, Hg has an 128 

estimated residence time on the order of hundreds of years, whereas in the surface ocean Hg 129 

is recycled to the atmosphere within months to years18,20. Deforestation thus increases the 130 

mobility of Hg by transferring Hg from locally-sequestered reservoirs to the global pool. 131 

Human health risks are driven by exposure to the more toxic form of the element, MeHg, 132 

which is produced through methylation in the environment1,14. Deforestation shifts Hg inputs 133 

from land to the ocean, where Hg can more readily be methylated and bioaccumulate to 134 

dangerous levels in commercial fish. Methylation and bioaccumulation of Hg can also occur 135 

in forested soils, but MeHg levels in aquatic ecosystems are generally much higher (overall 136 

global ocean average = 15%)35 than in Amazonian soils (1–5%)26,36 . In addition, the long 137 

length of aquatic food chains leads to high levels of MeHg in commonly consumed fish 138 

species at higher trophic levels (e.g., tuna, cod, and swordfish)1.  139 

The consequences of deforestation on Hg pollution in the Amazon occur over multiple 140 

spatial scales, which we can explore with the atmospheric and soil erosion models. Soil 141 

erosion calculations are conducted with a semiempirical modelling approach, GloSEM 142 

(Global Soil Erosion Modelling)29. The total flux of eroded Hg from Amazon soils to riverine 143 

systems increases to 85 Mg yr-1 under BAU deforestation, compared to 64 Mg yr-1 in HIST 144 

and 73 Mg yr-1 in GOV. On top of being impacted by the increased transfer of Hg from soils 145 

to rivers, nearby ecosystems downstream of deforestation often show enhanced Hg 146 

methylation activity due to deforestation increasing organic carbon inputs and favouring 147 

anoxic conditions37. Mercury pollution in distant forested areas in the Amazon can worsen 148 

through long-range atmospheric Hg transport and deposition because of the removed sink 149 

capacity after deforestation. Remaining forested areas in western Amazonia experience 150 

enhanced Hg0 dry deposition (up to +20% in BAU) after deforestation occurs elsewhere 151 

(Figure 1b). The increased Hg inputs to remaining forests are driven by higher atmospheric 152 

Hg0 concentrations after deforestation (Supplementary Figure S7a). 153 

Deforestation can be exacerbated through climate feedbacks, which are not considered 154 

in these policy scenarios. For example, BAU projects that 40% of the Amazon will be 155 

deforested by 205013, which could trigger a tipping point with widespread transition of the 156 

rainforest to a savannah biome under diminished regional moisture recycling38. To evaluate 157 

this, we also ran an upper limit scenario7,39 where the entire rainforest is converted to 158 

savannah (SAV). In this case, ocean inputs of Hg increase by 343 Mg yr-1, driven by both 159 

decreased Hg0 dry deposition (‑359 Mg yr-1) and increased Hg0 soil emissions (+89 Mg yr-1) 160 
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in the Amazon region (Figure 1b). The perturbation to ocean Hg inputs is larger than the 161 

value (283 Mg yr-1) predicted by our previous work7, which did not account for the soil Hg0 162 

emission feedback. 163 

 164 

 165 
Figure 2. The mass balance of Hg in the Amazon. a. Total simulated fluxes of Hg emissions, 166 
erosion, and deposition are calculated for the Amazon region in each scenario. White squares illustrate 167 
the overall mass balance of Hg for the land surface (= emissions – deposition – erosion). b. Measured 168 
Hg concentrations in forest (green) and deforested (orange) soils (0–20 cm depth) from the literature 169 
(n = 24; for references see Supplementary Information Spreadsheet). Box plots show the median 170 
values (solid lines), interquartile range (shaded), and 10th and 90th percentiles (whiskers). Gray lines 171 
connect paired sites from the same study. Listed p-value (<0.001) refers to the Wilcoxon signed-rank 172 
test of the null hypothesis that paired forest and deforested sites come from the same distribution. 173 

 174 

Land use change substantially impacts the mass balance of Hg in the Amazon region, 175 

by altering both atmosphere-terrestrial exchange and erosion (Figure 2a). In HIST, the 176 

Amazon is a strong terrestrial sink of Hg (269 Mg yr-1). If agricultural expansion continues as 177 

in BAU, the net Amazon Hg sink is weakened by 65% to 95 Mg yr-1. Under the more 178 

moderate GOV scenario, the Amazon Hg sink (199 Mg yr-1) is better preserved, though still 179 

26% smaller than HIST. Stricter conservation policies in GOV yield an additional 104 Mg 180 

yr‑1 of Hg sequestered in the Amazon compared to BAU. The majority of the mass balance 181 

perturbation is driven by changes to the atmosphere-terrestrial exchange; nevertheless, 182 
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deforestation also enhances Hg erosion in both scenarios (BAU: +33%; GOV: +14%), 183 

accelerating the transfer of terrestrial Hg to aquatic ecosystems. The SAV scenario illustrates 184 

that additional climate feedbacks can flip the Amazon from a net Hg sink to a source (+234 185 

Mg yr-1). These Hg projections parallel recent findings on Amazon carbon cycling, which 186 

have demonstrated that climate change and deforestation are turning the Amazon into a CO2 187 

source25.  188 

To assess whether projected Hg fluxes driven by deforestation are compatible with 189 

available field observations, we compiled a literature database of studies that compared Hg 190 

concentrations in deforested Amazonian soils with nearby forest plots (Supplementary 191 

Information Spreadsheet). In the surface layer of soils (0–20 cm), forested areas show higher 192 

Hg concentrations (median: 86 ng g-1; 10th–90th percentile (P10–P90): 51–179 ng g-1) than 193 

deforested areas (median: 60 ng g-1; P10–P90: 29–120 ng g-1) (Figure 2b). Deforested sites 194 

show a consistent decrease compared to paired forested sites (p-value < 0.001; Wilcoxon 195 

signed-rank test), with the median decrease being 25 ng g-1 (P10–P90: 2–58 ng g-1). We scale 196 

the median decrease from these studies to the SAV scenario, where the entire Amazon 197 

forested area (5.3 million km2; ref13) is removed, assuming average Amazon soil density of 198 

1.25 ng g-1 and that deforested soils in the literature studies were measured 10 years after 199 

deforestation. The Hg loss for the uppermost 10 cm of soil scales to 1683 Mg yr-1 (P10–P90: 200 

132–3823 Mg yr-1) if the entire Amazon is deforested. This literature-based range can be 201 

compared to the modelled difference (503 Mg yr‑1) between the Amazon Hg mass balance in 202 

SAV (+234 Mg yr-1) and HIST (-269 Mg yr-1). The modelled impact of deforestation (503 Mg 203 

yr-1) is compatible with the literature-based estimated range (132–3823 Mg yr-1). Despite the 204 

limited number of sites (n = 24 pairs) in this back-of-the-envelope calculation, available 205 

literature studies support the modelling conclusions that substantial amounts of Hg are 206 

mobilized from the terrestrial biosphere by deforestation.  207 

 208 

Impact of reforestation on Hg fluxes 209 

Reforestation has been identified as a potential mitigation approach for climate change, by 210 

strengthening the terrestrial CO2 sink30,40. To investigate potential impacts on Hg cycling, we 211 

investigated a global reforestation scenario (RFR) based on the Global Reforestation Potential 212 

Map30,41, which identified areas suitable for reforestation worldwide (i.e., not including 213 

croplands or areas where forests are not native). Figure 3a maps the impacts of reforestation 214 

on Hg surface-atmosphere exchange, comparing to the reference HIST simulation. Globally, 215 

RFR enhances uptake of Hg on land by 98 Mg yr-1, similarly reducing Hg deposition to 216 
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oceans. Reforestation could thus take up approximately 5% of the anthropogenic Hg emission 217 

flux (~2000 Mg yr-1)3. In addition to the targeted benefits for biodiversity and climate change 218 

mitigation30, reforestation could moderately reduce levels of Hg in marine ecosystems, and 219 

hence commercial fish. Nevertheless, the magnitude of reforestation impact (5% of primary 220 

emissions) illustrates that reforestation is not a substitute for implementing extensive cuts to 221 

primary Hg emissions, like in the CO2 context32. 222 

 223 

 224 
Figure 3. Enhanced land sink of Hg with reforestation. a. The impact of RFR scenario on surface-225 
atmosphere exchange. The differences from the reference HIST simulation are shown, with negative 226 
values referring to increased net fluxes to the surface and positive values referring to increased net 227 
fluxes to the atmosphere. b. Zonal (latitudinal) changes to Hg land sink fluxes driven by reforestation. 228 
Changes in soil emissions of Hg0 and dry deposition of Hg0 to land (RFR – HIST) are plotted 229 
(negative values refer to increased net fluxes to the surface; thus, both increased dry deposition and 230 
decreased soil emissions are displayed as negative). 231 
 232 

Potential reforestation opportunities for Hg are dominated by the Amazon and Atlantic 233 

forest regions in South America (71 Mg yr-1, 72% of total land sink impact) (Figure 3b). The 234 

land sink impact is driven by the combination of increased Hg0 dry deposition fluxes to 235 

vegetation and decreased Hg0 soil emissions due to new forest areas, although the importance 236 

of these two processes varies by latitude (Figure 3b). In the tropics and Southern Hemisphere 237 

(south of 15°N), increases in Hg0 dry deposition contribute to 75% of the enhancements in the 238 

Hg land sink, while decreases in soil emissions of Hg0 contribute 25%. In contrast, for 239 

latitudes north of 15°N, reductions in soil emissions are more important (78% contribution) 240 

than increases in dry deposition (22%) in driving the enhanced land sink (Figure 3b). The 241 

zonal drivers of the land sink can be explained by Hg-contaminated soils being more 242 

prevalent in the Northern extratropics, impacted by higher historic anthropogenic Hg 243 

emissions42. On the other hand, productive tropical and subtropical forests generally take up 244 
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more Hg0 than forests in the Northern extratropics43, resulting in a stronger response in Hg0 245 

dry deposition for these latitudes. Given the zonal distribution of reforestation impacts on the 246 

atmosphere-terrestrial exchange of Hg (Figure 3), it is clear that reforestation efforts in 247 

Northern extratropical areas alone (‑29 Mg yr-1) cannot compensate for deforestation Hg 248 

emissions in the Amazon (BAU: +153 Mg yr-1; GOV: +61 Mg yr-1). Overall, more 249 

information would be needed to compare the global magnitude of Hg sequestered by 250 

reforestation compared to conservation policies, as the deforestation scenarios focused only 251 

on a specific region (the Amazon), neglecting conservation impacts in other tropical regions 252 

(e.g., in Africa and Southeast Asia). 253 

 254 

Land use change fluxes are on par with country-level emissions 255 

Atmospheric Hg fluxes from deforestation and reforestation are substantial when compared to 256 

country-level 2015 anthropogenic Hg emissions3. For example, Amazon deforestation in the 257 

BAU case yields a net release of 153 Mg yr-1 to the atmosphere relative to HIST, which, if 258 

considered among current country-level emissions, would be the 4th largest anthropogenic 259 

emitter behind China, India, and Indonesia (Figure 4). Climate change can exacerbate 260 

Amazon land use emissions further, with the extreme SAV simulation showing 441 Mg yr-1 261 

additional emissions, behind only China’s anthropogenic Hg emissions. Amazon conservation 262 

(GOV vs. BAU) removes 92 Mg yr‑1 from the atmosphere, immobilizing a flux on par with 263 

primary anthropogenic Hg emissions from countries in the region like Brazil (71 Mg yr-1) and 264 

Peru (122 Mg yr-1). Likewise, the global reforestation scenario (RFR) would have a similar 265 

atmospheric impact (‑98 Mg yr-1 compared to HIST) as Amazon conservation. The relative 266 

importance of land use change as an anthropogenic driver of Hg pollution could increase over 267 

time, with primary anthropogenic emissions of Hg projected to halve to 1020 Mg yr-1 by 2035 268 

under Minamata policies and reductions in fossil fuel use44. Therefore, there is an urgent need 269 

to accurately account for land use change emissions in Hg assessments. More aggressive 270 

reductions to primary anthropogenic Hg emissions may also be required to compensate for 271 

these previously uncounted land use change emissions.   272 
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 273 
Figure 4. Substantial impact of land use change on atmospheric Hg fluxes. Land use change net 274 
atmospheric fluxes computed in this study are compared to country-level primary Hg emissions in 275 
2015 (gray), according to the Global Mercury Assessment inventory from AMAP/UNEP3,45. For land 276 
use change fluxes, net atmospheric emission fluxes are shown in red and net atmospheric deposition 277 
fluxes are blue. Listed land use change fluxes: Amazon Deforestation — comparing Amazon land sink 278 
in BAU vs. HIST; Amazon Savannization — comparing Amazon land sink in SAV vs. HIST;  279 
Amazon Conservation — comparing Amazon land sink in GOV vs. BAU; Global Reforestation — 280 
comparing global land sink in RFR vs. HIST. 281 
 282 

Implications for global Hg inventories and policy 283 

The 2021 Glasgow Declaration, endorsed by 145 countries, committed to stopping and 284 

reversing deforestation by 2030 to promote sustainable land use and fight climate change46. 285 

As shown by our current work, significant amounts of legacy Hg can be sequestered or 286 

released by land depending on the success or failure of these efforts. Until now, scientific 287 

assessments3 have focused on quantifying primary anthropogenic Hg emissions, and specific 288 

measures in the Minamata Convention12 address primary Hg emissions. One clear path 289 

forward for scientific assessments would be to develop global inventories and projections for 290 

land use change emissions of Hg, as has been done for greenhouse gases22. Land use driven 291 

fluxes in Hg (here calculated as ~100 Mg yr-1) are considerable compared to the estimated 292 

changes in primary anthropogenic emissions between 2000 and 2015 (~400 Mg yr-1; ref47). 293 

Therefore, inclusion of land use emissions in assessments is important for accurately 294 

representing the drivers of Hg trends. Future Hg emissions scenarios also do not yet consider 295 

land use changes44, which could distort predictions of future Hg deposition and health 296 
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impacts. Land use emission inventories would provide a more comprehensive picture of the 297 

anthropogenic impact on the Hg cycle, enabling potential collaborations to emerge between 298 

the Minamata Convention and other global policy efforts to reduce deforestation.   299 

Enhanced Hg immobilization on land represents a heretofore unquantified co-benefit 300 

of reforestation and forest conservation. New forest cover will increase Hg levels in soils, 301 

with retention depending on local environmental and geochemical factors such as 302 

minerology48,49 and the amount of soil organic carbon6. Similar to CO2, the efficacy of 303 

reforestation for Hg mitigation depends on whether the storage of Hg in soils is over a long-304 

term period. Potential benefits of enhanced Hg and CO2 uptake on land can be reversed by 305 

human or natural disturbances, e.g., climate change increasing the frequency of wildfires — 306 

which re-emit Hg and carbon from terrestrial ecosystems —  and droughts —  which reduce 307 

Hg and CO2 uptake by plants30,50. Thus, mitigation of Hg pollution by conserving and 308 

increasing forest area can only be realized with concurrent efforts to sustainably manage land 309 

areas and preventing severe climate change. 310 

Here, we have quantified the significant impact that anthropogenic activities have on 311 

atmospheric fluxes and erosion of Hg through land cover change. However, many more 312 

global change drivers (e.g., climate change, forest harvest, agricultural practices) can perturb 313 

the terrestrial storage of Hg. Further development of Hg cycles and driving processes within 314 

Earth system models will be vital to investigate the evolution of the Hg land sink over time 315 

and the effect on environmental Hg risks. Ultimately, mitigation of global Hg pollution 316 

depends not only on reducing primary anthropogenic emissions, but also reducing 317 

anthropogenic activities like deforestation that re-mobilize legacy Hg. 318 

 319 

Methods 320 

Atmospheric Hg model (GEOS-CHEM) description 321 

In this study, we use GEOS-Chem v12.8.1 with Hg0 dry deposition updates from Feinberg et 322 

al.7. The global model is run at 2.0° × 2.5° horizontal resolution and 47 vertical layers up to 323 

80 km altitude. The model tracks emissions, transport, chemistry, and deposition of Hg in 324 

three chemical tracers: elemental mercury (Hg0), oxidized mercury (HgII), and particulate-325 

bound mercury (HgP). Atmospheric transport of Hg species is based on MERRA-2 reanalysis 326 

meteorological data51. The Hg chemical mechanism assumes that Br is the primary Hg 327 

oxidant and uses offline monthly maps of previously-calculated oxidant concentrations to 328 

drive chemistry52,53. The aqueous photoreduction rate of HgII to Hg0 is parametrized as 329 

depending on the organic aerosol concentration and the NO2 photolysis rate52. 330 
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The wet removal of oxidized Hg (HgII and HgP) from the atmosphere is calculated in 331 

online parametrizations considering large-scale and convective scavenging of gas and 332 

particulate species54,55. Dry deposition in GEOS-Chem is calculated using a resistance-based 333 

approach56,57, which determines the dry deposition velocities depending on meteorology (e.g., 334 

temperature and windspeed), land surface parameters (e.g., land type and leaf area index, 335 

LAI), and compound-specific parameters (biological reactivity, f0, and solubility, H*). For 336 

Hg0, f0 is set to 0.2 within the Amazon rainforest and 3 × 10-5 elsewhere, which was found to 337 

yield the best agreement with measurements of Hg0 vegetation uptake7. The solubility of Hg0 338 

is low (H* = 0.11 M atm-1)58, whereas gaseous HgII is assumed to be highly soluble (H* = 339 

1014 M atm-1) and biologically unreactive (f0 = 0). Dry deposition of HgP is determined 340 

according to the standard aerosol deposition parameterization in GEOS-Chem59,60. Dry 341 

deposition is calculated separately over each land type within a grid cell (e.g., rainforest, 342 

grassland, cropland, etc.) and then an overall area-weighted average is calculated for the grid 343 

cell. GEOS-Chem accounts for 73 land types based on the Gibbs61 land cover product. The 344 

LAI data for this study is taken from a reprocessed version of the Moderate Resolution 345 

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite product62. Dry deposition of Hg0 over the 346 

ocean is not calculated within the resistance-based scheme, as it is instead accounted for in the 347 

air-sea exchange parametrization63.  348 

Anthropogenic Hg emissions follow AMAP/UNEP estimates45 for 2015. Biomass 349 

burning emissions are taken from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) v4.1s (ref64). 350 

Emissions of Hg0 from snow and geogenic sources, as well as prompt recycling of 20% of 351 

recently deposited Hg2+ to land, follow Selin et al.65. We use fixed concentrations of Hg0 in 352 

the surface ocean based on the MITgcm 3-D ocean model52 to calculate the Hg0 air-sea 353 

exchange63. We adopted a new formulation66 for the soil Hg0 emissions parametrization 354 

(Supplementary Information, Section S2): 355 

𝐸!"#$ = 𝑎𝐶%𝑅&'    (1) 356 

where Esoil is the Hg0 emissions from soil (units ng m–2 h–1), C is the concentration of Hg in 357 

soils, Rg is solar radiation flux at the ground, and a, b, and c, are coefficients (set to 71, 2.5, 358 

and 0.76, respectively). We have tuned the coefficients of this parametrization to match 359 

available soil emissions measurements from the Amazon and extratropics (Supplementary 360 

Information, Section S2). The soil concentration map of Hg (C) was calculated using the 361 

method of Selin et al.65, deriving the spatial distribution of soil concentrations by first 362 

assuming a steady state balance between land emissions and deposition in the preindustrial 363 

and subsequently increasing soil concentrations according to the distribution of anthropogenic 364 
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Hg deposition. As in Selin et al.65, the solar radiation at ground (Rg) is determined by 365 

considering attenuation of the solar radiation flux (RS) by shading from the overhead canopy, 366 

parametrized by the LAI: 367 

𝑅& = 𝑅( exp )−
)*+,
-"!.

+ 						 (2) 368 

where 𝛼 = 0.5, assuming extinction from a random angular distribution of leaves67 and 𝜃 is 369 

the solar zenith angle. We have also updated GEOS-Chem to calculate soil emissions at the 370 

sub-grid scale for each land use category contained within the grid cell.  371 

 372 

Erosion model (GloSEM) description 373 

The annual potential rates of soil displacement by water erosion (soil erosion) for the 374 

deforestation scenarios are estimated using the RUSLE-based68 modeling platform Global 375 

Soil Erosion Modeling (GloSEM)29,69. As a detachment-limited soil erosion prediction model, 376 

GloSEM estimates soil erosion (expressed as a mass of soil lost per unit area and time, Mg 377 

ha−1 yr−1) due to inter-rill and rill erosion processes by multiplication of six contributing 378 

factors. The modelling scheme follows the same principle of most RUSLE-type models or 379 

more complex catchment-scale process-based models, with a driving force (erosivity of the 380 

climate), a resistance term (erodibility of the soil) and other factors representing the farming 381 

choice, i.e., topographical conformation of the field, cropping system, and soil conservation 382 

practices.  383 

Our approach for calculating soil erosion in the Amazon scenarios is similar to the 384 

GloSEM parametrization adopted by Borrelli et al.29,69 to estimate human-induced soil erosion 385 

change between 2001 and 2070 at a global scale. The horizontal resolution of the native soil 386 

erosion modelling is 250 × 250 m. For this study, we adapted the computation of the land 387 

cover and management factor (C-factor), which measures the combined effect of vegetation 388 

cover and cropping system variables on the soil erosion process. We parametrize the C-factor 389 

according to two layers of information: 1) the spatial dimension of land use classes according 390 

to the deforestation scenarios from Soares-Filho et al.13 (described below); 2) the vegetation 391 

condition in each land use class using the MODIS MOD44B Vegetation Continuous Fields 392 

product (VCF) (~250m spatial resolution) as a proxy to quantify (i) surface vegetation cover, 393 

(ii) tree cover, and (iii) bare soil. The full calculation of the C-Factor is detailed in the 394 

Supplementary Information (Section S5).  395 

 Following Lugato et al.70 we assume that 30% of the eroded soil flux is not 396 

redeposited on land and enters riverine systems. We calculate the eroded flux of Hg from land 397 
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by multiplying the soil flux by the median Hg concentration in Amazon forested soils from a 398 

literature review (86 ng g-1; see SI Spreadsheet). 399 

 400 

Model inputs for Amazon deforestation scenarios  401 

We employ deforestation scenarios from Soares-Filho et al.13, who developed a model for 402 

predicting the extent of deforestation within the Amazon based on environmental policies and 403 

highway construction. They presented two scenarios, encompassing a range of future 404 

deforestation trajectories: a Business as Usual (BAU) scenario and a Governance (GOV) 405 

scenario. In the BAU scenario, recent deforestation trends continue into the future, assuming 406 

that compliance with conservation laws remains low and no new areas will be protected. On 407 

the other hand, the GOV scenario assumes the expansion of environmental legislation and 408 

increased enforcement of protected areas will lead to a reduction in the deforestation rate. 409 

Compared to the Amazon forest area in 2003 (5.3 million km2), in 2050 the BAU scenario 410 

projects 3.2 million km2 remaining (‑40% of 2003 area) and GOV projects 4.5 million km2 411 

remaining (‑15%)13. These scenarios were published in 2006, after which the political and 412 

conservation landscape in the Amazon region has continued to evolve71,72. Nevertheless, the 413 

deforestation rates projected by these scenarios are similar to deforestation data observed by 414 

the Landsat satellite, with recent rates 2012–2019 falling closer to the BAU scenario 415 

(Supplementary Figure S2). We focus our analysis on comparing the forest coverage in the 416 

years 2003 and 2050, with these policy scenarios being the only available projections (to our 417 

knowledge) forecasting likely ranges of deforestation for 2050 in the entire Amazon basin. 418 

 We translated these scenarios into required inputs for the calculations in GEOS-Chem 419 

(spatially gridded land use categories, LAI, and biomass burning emissions) and GloSEM 420 

(spatially gridded land use categories and vegetation cover, see SI Section S5). We used year 421 

2003 data as the base maps for LAI and biomass burning datasets, with the HIST simulation 422 

using these reference datasets. The Soares-Filho et al.13 dataset assigns 1 km2 pixels within 423 

the Amazon basin as being forested, deforested, or agricultural areas for every year between 424 

2003 and 2050. We regridded these annual datasets to 0.25° × 0.25° resolution, the native 425 

resolution of land use and LAI maps in GEOS-Chem. We calculated the relative change in 426 

forested area in the scenarios for every 0.25° × 0.25° grid cell. The rainforest land use 427 

category in deforested grid cells is correspondingly reduced by this factor, with the lost land 428 

area added to the land use category for “Fields and Woody Savanna”. The LAI annual cycle 429 

for existing Fields and Woody Savanna grid cells within the Amazon basin was spatially 430 

averaged over 2003 and assigned to the deforested areas. Annual average LAI maps for the 431 
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Amazon scenarios used in GEOS-Chem are shown in Supplementary Figure S5. Gridded 432 

biomass burning emissions are calculated by multiplying the newly deforested areas for each 433 

year by mean fire Hg emissions (380 µg m–2 yr–1) from two observational studies in the 434 

Amazon27,73. An additional 50% of the emissions (190 µg m–2 yr‑1) are released to the 435 

atmosphere within the first year as post-burn Hg0 emissions from soils10. To account for 436 

seasonal differences in meteorology and realistic timing for forest clearing and burning, we 437 

assumed that deforestation occurs at the start of June and deforestation biomass burning 438 

emissions occur in August and September73.  439 

The BAU and GOV scenarios do not account for any land-climate feedbacks13, 440 

wherein deforestation of the rainforest can lead to reduced moisture recycling and widespread 441 

savannization (conversion of rainforest to savanna)38,74. As an upper bound for this process, 442 

we consider an extreme scenario (SAV) where the Amazon rainforest is fully converted to 443 

savanna39. The impact of this scenario on Hg0 deposition was previously quantified7, but here 444 

we reran the SAV simulation in GEOS-Chem to account for updates in the soil Hg0 emissions 445 

parametrization. 446 

 447 

Model inputs for potential reforestation scenario 448 

We apply a reforestation scenario (RFR) in GEOS-Chem based on the Global Reforestation 449 

Potential map30,41, which considers the binary potential of every 1 km2 grid cell to be 450 

converted from non-forest (<25% tree cover in 2000–2009) to forest (>25% tree cover). The 451 

reforestation potential dataset does not include areas that are native non-forest land cover 452 

types (e.g., grasslands) or cropland areas. We regridded the reforestation potential to 0.25° × 453 

0.25° resolution, calculating the area fraction suitable for reforestation at the model’s input 454 

grid resolution. For every grid cell where reforestation can occur, we identify the 455 

corresponding biome in the Ecoregions2017 dataset75 to determine the type of native forest 456 

vegetation that would occur. If the corresponding biome of the grid cell is not a forest (e.g., in 457 

cases where the coarse coastal grid cell of the model is assigned to water in the 458 

Ecoregions2017 dataset), we identify the most common forest type in the 8 neighbouring grid 459 

cells. The added forest is assumed to have a LAI annual cycle equal to the 2003 spatial 460 

average for all grid cells in the corresponding biome and biogeographic realm (LAIbiome). For 461 

grid cells that are not a forest land type in 2003, we subtract the reforested area fraction (frfr) 462 

from the original land type and add the reforested area fraction to the new forest land type. 463 

We only reforest grid cells in the case where LAIbiome is larger than the original land type LAI 464 

(LAIold). Since the land map used in GEOS-Chem is at coarser resolution (0.25° × 0.25°) than 465 
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the reforestation potential dataset (1 km × 1 km), the reforested grid cell may already be a 466 

forest land type in GEOS-Chem. In this case, we assume that the grid cell LAI (LAInew) will 467 

become denser due to the new reforested area: 468 

LAI/01 = LAI"$2 + 𝑓343 ∙ LAI5#"60 (3) 469 

The resultant average LAI map in the RFR scenario is shown in Supplementary Figure S6. 470 

 471 

GEOS-Chem simulations 472 

We run GEOS-Chem simulations for the land cover conditions of 2003 (HIST simulation), 473 

2050 in the BAU scenario, 2050 in the GOV scenario, the SAV scenario, and the RFR 474 

scenario. To highlight the role of land cover changes alone, we keep meteorological 475 

conditions constant by running the simulations with meteorology for 2014–2015. We consider 476 

the first year as spinup to equilibrate the new land cover conditions, and analyze simulation 477 

differences for the meteorological year 2015. 478 

To calculate the Amazon terrestrial Hg mass balance, we combine the GloSEM 479 

erosion model results with GEOS-Chem outputs. We defined the Amazon region based on the 480 

area covered by the Soares-Filho et al.13 deforestation projections (shown in Supplementary 481 

Figure S1). Within the Amazon region, we calculate the Hg mass balance (B) by summing the 482 

fluxes exported from the region (emissions and erosion) and subtracting fluxes into the region 483 

(deposition):  484 

𝐵 = 𝐹03"!#"/ + 𝐸!"#$ + 𝐸77 + 𝐸"8903 − 𝐷23: − 𝐷108 (4) 485 

where Ferosion is the erosion flux, Esoil are the emissions of Hg0 from soil, EBB are the emissions 486 

of Hg0 due to biomass burning during deforestation, and Eother are all other Hg emissions that 487 

do not change between simulations (including from ASGM, geogenic sources, and wildfires). 488 

Deposition occurs both through dry deposition (Ddry) and wet deposition (Dwet). We consider 489 

the overall balance of all Hg species, i.e., Hg0, Hg2+, and HgP. 490 
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Section S1. Land-use scenarios 19 

 20 
Figure S1. Map of the Amazon basin showing the area of forest, forest loss and rangeland 21 

and agriculture in a. HIST; and projections for 2050 in b. Business as Usual (BAU) and c. 22 

Governance (GOV) scenarios (replotted from Soares-Filho et al.1 data). 23 
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 24 
Figure S2. Comparison of deforestation from BAU and GOV scenarios with observational 25 

data from Landsat images.  26 

 27 

Section S2. Soil emissions parametrization 28 

We improved the model’s parametrization of Hg0 soil emissions by adopting a new 29 

formulation for the parametrization, suggested by Khan et al.2: 30 

𝐸!"#$ = 𝑎𝐶%𝑅&'    (S1) 31 

where Esoil are soil emissions (ng m–2 h–1), C is the concentration of Hg in soils (ng g–1) , Rg is 32 

the solar radiation flux at the ground (W m–2), and a, b, and c are coefficients. 33 

As in Selin et al.3, the solar radiation at ground (Rg) is determined by considering 34 

attenuation of the solar radiation flux (RS) by shading from the overhead canopy, parametrized 35 

by the leaf area index (LAI): 36 

𝑅& = 𝑅( exp )−
)*+,
-"!.

+ 						 (S2) 37 

where 𝛼 = 0.5, assuming extinction from a random angular distribution of leaves4 and 𝜃 is the 38 

solar zenith angle. 39 

We compiled several relevant observational constraints for the parametrization in 40 

Tables S1 and S2. Observational studies from the Amazon region suggest that deforestation 41 

has a large impact on soil emissions due to removal of canopy shading, showing factors of 42 

1.8×, 6.7×, and >31× more emissions in forested compared to deforested land plots (Table 43 

S1). Observational studies from other regions find a similarly high sensitivity of soil 44 

GOV BAU 
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emissions to the presence of forest: open fields in China showed 6–10 times higher Hg 45 

emissions than forests5 and logging in the US flipped the surface-air Hg0 flux from net 46 

deposition to net emissions (–2.2 µg m–2 yr–1 to +5.5 µg m–2 yr–1)6. For extratropical grassland 47 

soil emissions, we use the compiled median values from Zhu et al.7 and Agnan et al.8 48 

We conducted a parameter sweep of a, b, and c, calculating globally-gridded soil 49 

emissions using annually averaged solar radiation data (Figure S3). Sensitivity simulations 50 

showed that the ratio of deforested to forested soil emissions in the Amazon (median value 51 

6.7) can tune the exponent for the radiation term (c in Eq. S1), i.e., the response of emissions 52 

to canopy shading. The exponent for the soil concentration term (b) was tuned with the ratio 53 

of deforested Amazon soil emissions (Table S1) to extratropical grassland soil emissions from 54 

the Northern Hemisphere from two review studies7,8 (overall Amazon to extratropical ratio of 55 

5.3). Lastly, after these coefficients are tuned, the prefactor a is adjusted so that predicted 56 

annual mean emissions match the observed median magnitudes of Amazon deforested soil 57 

emissions (23 µg m–2 yr–1) and extratropical grassland emissions (4.3 µg m–2 yr–1).  58 

 59 

Table S1. Literature review of available Hg0 soil emission flux measurements from the 60 

Amazon region, differentiated by land cover type.  61 

Reference Location Site 
Deforested Hg0 flux 

(µg m-2 yr–1) 

Forested Hg0 flux 

(µg m-2 yr–1) 

Flux ratio 

(deforest:forest) 

Magarelli and 

Foster9 

Negro River 

Basin, Brazil 

(1) 27 ± 9 0.6 ± 1.5  

(2) 19 –1.0 ± 0.8  

(3) 9.8 ± 0.7   

Mean 18 –0.2 > 31a 

Almeida et al.10 
Rondônia, 

Brazil 
(1) 79 ± 110 44 ± 18 1.8 

Carpi et al.11 Acre, Brazil 
(1) 19 ± 2 2.9 ± 0.8 6.7 

(2) 230b   

 Median  23 1.8 6.7 
aupper limit calculated assuming the forested flux is equal to site (1), as site (2) shows negative overall flux  62 
bthis site was 2-months post-fire and soil temperatures were high; therefore, this flux is excluded from ratio calculations  63 
 64 

Table S2. Observational constraints used to tune the soil emissions parametrization.  65 

Constraint  Value Reference 
Coefficient 

constrained 

Amazon deforested soil emissions (µg m–2 yr–1) 23  Table S1 a 

Extratropical grassland soil emissions (µg m–2 yr–1) 4.3† Zhu et al.7; Agnan et al.8 a 

Ratio of Amazon to extratropical soil emissions 5.3 (23:4.3) b 

Ratio of deforested to forested Amazon soil emissions 6.7 Table S1 c 
†average of grassland median Hg0 fluxes from the two independent review studies 66 
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 67 
Figure S3. Parameter tuning (Eq. S2) to match observational constraints from Table S2.  68 

 69 

The tuning procedure is illustrated in Figure S3, yielding best matches for a = 71, b = 2.5, and 70 

c = 0.76. We compare the gridded annual mean soil emissions from the previous soil emission 71 

parametrization (GEOS-Chem v12.8) and the current study (Eq. S1) in Figure S4. Global 72 

annual mean soil Hg0 emissions in the new parametrizations (954 Mg yr–1) is similar to the 73 

predictions from two GEOS-Chem studies12,13 using the previous parametrization: 860 ± 440 74 

Mg yr-1 and 910 Mg yr–1. The spatial distribution of emissions (Figure S4) shows a decrease 75 

in vegetated regions (e.g., the Amazon and Congo rainforests) and an increase in regions with 76 

high soil Hg concentrations (e.g., eastern China). 77 

 78 
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 79 
Figure S4. a. Annual mean soil emissions of Hg0 with the new parametrization. b. Difference 80 

between new and old (GEOS-Chem v12.8) soil emissions parametrizations (new minus old).  81 
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Section S3. Leaf area index (LAI) maps for the scenarios 82 

 83 
Figure S5. Annual mean leaf area index (LAI) maps for the Amazon deforestation scenarios 84 

at 0.25 × 0.25° resolution. 85 
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 86 
Figure S6. Annual mean leaf area index (LAI) maps at 0.25 × 0.25° resolution for: a. HIST b. 87 

Reforestation scenario (RFR) c. Difference between RFR and HIST. 88 

 89 

  90 
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Section S4. Impacts on atmospheric Hg concentrations 91 

 92 

 93 
Figure S7. Annual mean differences in simulated atmospheric Hg0 concentration at the 94 

surface between scenarios and the HIST reference simulation. 95 

 96 

 97 

  98 
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Section S5. Calculation of C-Factor for erosion modelling 99 

The land cover and management factor (C-factor) measures the combined effect of vegetation 100 

cover and cropping system variables on the soil erosion process. Two datasets are used to 101 

calculate the C-Factor: 1) the land use scenario maps from Soares-Filho et al.13; 2) the 102 

MODIS MOD44B Vegetation Continuous Fields product (VCF).  As we focus our analysis 103 

on comparing the forest coverage in the years 2003 and 2050, the baseline vegetation 104 

condition is given by the average VCF values over the years 2000, 2001 and 2002. The C-105 

factor for noncropland areas (Cnc) is estimated in two steps. First, a preliminary C-factor (𝐶/) 106 

not considering tree cover is calculated as:  107 

𝐶/ =	𝐶012 +	0(𝐶034 −	𝐶012)	NVS6 (S3) 108 

where the 𝐶012 (0.01) and 𝐶034 (0.15) express the potential range in C-factor values for 109 

dense to sparse grassland cover. NVS (non-vegetated surface) is spatially defined using the 110 

MODIS MOD44B VCF data normalized to a range from 0 to 1 and describes the percentage 111 

of ground covered by any vegetation type. For the NVS, the C-factor is set to 0.5. Within the 112 

next step, the final land cover and management C-factor for non-croplands (𝐶2') is computed 113 

including the tree coverage (TC) defined using the MODIS MOD44B VCF normalized to 114 

range from 0 to 1: 115 

𝐶2' =	𝐶/	012 +	)0𝐶/	034 −	𝐶/	0126	TC+  (S4) 116 

where the 𝐶/	012 and 𝐶/	034 values are set to 0.0001 (100% canopy cover) and 0.009 (sparse 117 

forest vegetation).  118 

While the deforestation scenarios proposed by Soares-Filho et al.1 provide a spatial 119 

quantification of the forest losses between 2003 and 2050, the annual shares of conversion 120 

from forest to grassland or cropland are separate from the annual projection of the Land-Use 121 

Harmonization (LUH2) data14, which provides fractional land-use patterns (850-2100) at 122 

0.25° × 0.25° resolution. The downscaling of the LUH2 fractional cropland and grassland 123 

data from 0.25° × 0.25° resolution to the 250 m × 250 m resolution of the erosion model is 124 

performed through a probabilistic land use allocation scheme based on classification rules 125 

applied to auxiliary information (i.e., a crop suitability index, more detail in Borrelli et al.15). 126 

Finally, the C-factor of the cropland is defined at sub-national administrative level (Global 127 

Administrative Unit Levels) based on the Food and Agriculture Organization's (FAO) 128 

FAOSTAT database, which allowed to statistically describe typical crop rotations in each 129 

region. The C-factor of the croplands ranges from 0.131 (Northern Suriname) to 0.332 130 

(Northeast Brazil).   131 
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